Gasoline compression ignition (GCI) engines have been considered an attractive alternative to traditional spark ignition engines. Low octane gasoline fuel has been identified as a viable option for the GCI engine applications due to its longer ignition delay characteristics compared to diesel and in the volatility range of gasoline fuels. In this study, we have investigated the effect of different injection timings at part-load conditions using light naphtha stream in single cylinder engine experiments in the GCI combustion mode with injection pressure of 130 bar. A toluene primary reference fuel (TPRF) was used as a surrogate for the light naphtha in the engine simulations performed here. A physical surrogate based on the evaporation characteristics of the light naphtha has been developed and its properties have been implemented in the engine simulations. Full cycle GCI computational fluid dynamics (CFD) engine simulations have been successfully performed while changing the start of injection (SOI) timing from -50° to -11 ° CAD aTDC. The effect of SOI on mixing and combustion phasing was investigated using detailed equivalence ratio-temperature maps and ignition delay times. Both experimental and computational results consistently showed that an SOI of -30° CAD aTDC has the most advanced combustion phasing (CA50), with the highest NOx emission. The effects of the SOI on the fuel containment in the bowl of the piston, the ignition delay time, combustion rate and emissions have been carefully examined through the CFD calculations. It was found that the competition between the equivalence ratio and temperature is the controlling parameter in determining the combustion phasings.
Introduction
The demand on global transport energy is expected to increase by around 40% by 2040 [1, 2, 3, 4] . This large increase in demand will primarily be in non-organization for economic co-operation and development (OECD) countries. More than 90% of the global transport energy demand is supplied by the petroleum-based liquid fuels such as gasoline, diesel, jet and heavy fuel oil fuels [2] . Therefore, improving the fuel efficiency at low cost in transportation sector can help not only saving the global energy usage but also reducing the greenhouse gas (GHG) CO 2 emissions.
Gasoline and diesel engines have been around for a long time and lots of research has been focusing on enhancing the efficiency and reducing the harmful emissions from these engines. Gasoline compression ignition (GCI) is emerging as a new technology and attracting increased attention. One of the advantages that GCI engines have is that they can operate at low temperature combustion (LTC) conditions. This combustion mode has been gaining increasing attention over the last decade due to its potential of achieving diesel-like thermal efficiencies with significantly reduced engine-out nitrogen oxides (NOx) and soot emissions. Recent studies [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] reported that GCI combustion occurs as a series of autoignition events with minor contributions from the flame fronts. This is usually achieved by controlling the autoignition timing by manipulating equivalence ratio stratification levels within the cylinder through late injection in the compression stroke, in contrast to homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) [19, 20, 21, 22] and premixed ignition [23, 24] engines where the fuel and air are fully mixed prior to entering the combustion chamber. The enabling fuel for such GCI combustion is lesser processed, compared to commercial gasoline and diesel fuels, refinery streams such as, petroleum naphtha with octane numbers (RON) in the 50-80 range. This low octane petroleum naphtha appears to be very attractive solution not only for providing suitable chemical characteristics (longer ignition delay than diesel fuel) for just enough mixing, but also lesser processed than production gasoline fuel and help saving CO 2 emissions from the refinery process (Well-to-Tank GHG emission).
The petroleum naphtha GCI combustion process has not yet been studied thoroughly. It is predominantly premixed combustion, however, the mixing and spray/piston interactions are very important parameters to help understanding and optimizing these engines. Therefore, simulation is a valuable tool that can aid the development and design of advanced GCI combustion modes. Full cycle computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations with detailed chemical kinetics and turbulent transport provide fundamental understanding of the spray development and stratification and their effects on the combustion process. Ra et al. [25] performed extensive numerical studies on GCI combustion to investigate the effects of injection parameters, gas temperatures, boost pressure and exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) on combustion characteristics such as combustion phasing and important emissions. As a specific example, they [15] have demonstrated that triple injection GCI helped achieving high load operation through parametric simulations. Recently, Badra et al. [26] reported a numerical study on the optimization of the spray models for outwardly opening hollow cone spray and the effects of primary reference fuel (PRF) and toluene primary reference fuel (TPRF) chemical surrogates on the combustion phasing of GCI engine running on naphtha fuel.
The robustness of the spray breakup, evaporation, mixing and combustion models are very critical for predictive GCI engine simulations. Events such as the distribution and concentration of fuel vapor directly affect the combustion efficiency and emissions [27, 28] . The atomized spray breakup enhances fuel evaporation and combustion rate. In the past, the inwardly opening pressure swirl hollow cone spray injector has been commonly used due to its efficient atomization with wide spray angle and fine atomization characteristics [29] . Recently, the outwardly opening piezo-injector has been gaining popularity in favor of its higher efficiency and easier control of the spray flow [30] .
In this work, experimental data that investigated the effect of injection timings on the combustion phasing and emissions formation in GCI engine running on petroleum naphtha were reported. A methodology to model the outwardly opening hollow cone injector was developed using 3D CFD simulations. Furthermore, the heating and evaporation of a single droplet were modeled in order to determine the heating and evaporative characteristics of the real light naphtha fuel and its TPRF and multi-component surrogates. Finally, full-cycle GCI engine 3D CFD simulations were performed and compared with experimental data. The in-cylinder fuel air mixing has been thoroughly investigated through detailed reacting and nonreacting equivalence ratio-temperature (Φ-T) maps and homogeneous ignition delay times.
Experimental Setup

Engine Combustion Chamber Configuration
A single cylinder 4 valve engine with a 14:1 geometric compression ratio is used in this investigation. Table 1 shows the details of the engine specifications. The combustion chamber is originally designed to accommodate stratified charge spark ignition combustion. An outwardly opening piezo-electric hollow cone GDI injector is centrally mounted adjacent to the spark plug. In GCI combustion tests, the spark is disabled. As seen in Figure 1 , the injector is located between two intake valves and slightly skewed from the vertical direction. Fuel is introduced by an outwardly opening piezo-electric injector with hollow cone spray. The spray is more widely distributed with less penetration compared to spray-jet style multi-hole type gasoline direct injector. The operating fuel injection pressure range is 50-150 bars, which is about 10 times lower than a conventional diesel injector. As such, spray atomization and penetration characteristics are expected to be significantly different.
For the purpose of this study, a new set of pistons was designed and manufactured. To improve fuel containment, a diesel bowl-like feature was added. It also has a reentry feature to ensure that spray interaction occurs inside the bowl. The squish height is 1.5mm (yellow). Since the combustion chamber is originally made for a gasoline engine (pent-roof style), the piston height is relatively large in order to match the CR and compensate the bowl volume, resulting in a smaller clearance height than a conventional gasoline piston. As seen in Figure 2 (side view), the spark plug is still installed although it was not utilized in this study. The crevice in the spark plug can be considered as a major source of HC emissions if fuel spray is steered near the spark plug. Table 1 . Single cylinder engine specifications. GCI testing was performed with fixed intake and exhaust valve events and symmetric lift profiles (8 mm peak lift and 207 CAD duration), as shown in Figure 4 . This is similar to conventional production diesel valve lift profiles. 
Data acquisition system
Pressure is measured using the Kistler pressure sensors and charge amplifiers along with a Leine and Linde 500 series crank angle encoder. The sampling resolution was adjusted to 0.3 Crank Angle Degree (CAD). Averaged pressure traces are based on the acquisition of 300 combustion cycles. Experimental indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP), net mean effective pressure (NMEP), pumping mean effective pressure (PMEP), are calculated in real time with FEV CAS (FEV combustion analysis system). Table 2 lists the locations and types of the pressure sensors used for measuring the intake, exhaust and cylinder pressures. NOx and HC are measured in wet condition. Air fuel ratio is calculated by the Horiba emission bench where lambda is calculated using the Brettschneider/Spindt formula. Smoke emissions are obtained by means of an AVL415S smoke meter and probe inserted into the exhaust gas stream. The exhaust temperature is measured via a K type thermocouple whereas all others temperatures are measured with PT100 thermocouples. Engine coolant and lubricant temperature is maintained at 90°C. Air temperature at the inlet of the intake plenum is adjusted to 25°C without EGR activation and from that point intake manifold air temperature increases gradually as a function of the EGR rate (approx. 30°C with no EGR). A Siemens DI1.5 flow meter relying on the Coriolis principle measures the fuel mass flow supplied to the engine. Airflow measurement is covered by the ABB SensyFlow hotwire mass flow meter.
The fuel used in all the experiments in this work is the straight run Saudi Aramco light naphtha. The light naphtha properties are listed in Table 3 . Table 3 . Saudi Aramco light naphtha fuel properties.
Numerical Setup
Engine and Spray Modeling CONVERGE [31] is used to perform the CFD simulations in this work. CONVERGE [31] is a general purpose CFD code to solve multi-dimensional reacting flows with stationary and moving boundaries. It contains models for spray, turbulence, liquid drop dynamics and combustion. More detailed descriptions of the models can be found in [31] . The RANS-based turbulent models are used throughout the simulations presented in this work. The SAGE detailed chemistry solver [32] along with multi-zone approach is used as a combustion sub-model. The NOx and soot emissions are enabled using the extended Zel'dovich NOx [33] and Hiroyasu soot [34] models, respectively. Grid generation is done during run-time by utilizing both fixed embedding of cells and adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) based on key parameters gradients.
Regarding the spray modeling, a Lagrangian discrete parcel method is used by introducing parcels (groups of droplets) of liquid into the gas phase computational domain because it is beyond the current computational scope to conduct complete direct numerical simulations of multi-phase interaction between gas and many small spray droplets. The spray from the outwardly opening piezo-injector is considered as a hollow-cone spray with string-like structures at the nozzle exit [35] . However, the mechanism of string-like structure has not yet been understood, and no appropriate models to predict such a string formation and accurate droplet sizes exist in the literature.
In this study, the modified Kelvin-Helmholtz and Rayleigh-Taylor (KH-RT) breakup model is implemented by feeding small cylindrical liquid blobs along the circular liquid sheet of a hollow-cone spray.
The details of nozzle flow and the inside structure of the injector is mostly unknown. However, the steady injection velocity can be estimated by the Bernoulli equation, the density of the liquid (ρ l ) and the nozzle's discharge coefficient (C D ). The injection velocity (U) is dependent on the pressure difference (Δp) between the injection (p inj ) and chamber pressure (p c ): (1) In the original linear instability sheet atomization (LISA) breakup model for pressure-swirl injectors, a velocity coefficient (k v ) is used instead of discharge coefficient (C D ) in Eq. (1), and a correlation for the coefficient has been suggested [36] . Later, Schmidt et al. [37] estimated the velocity coefficient from a typical value (0.78) of the discharge coefficient of a single nozzle with sharp inlet corners by reducing the value by 10% for extra momentum losses, such that (2) where θ is the half of spray angle and d n is the nozzle diameter. This velocity coefficient agrees with the definition of the discharge coefficient. Therefore, the nozzle's discharge coefficient (C D ) of 0.7 is used for the injection velocity calculation in the present outwardly opening hollow-cone spray simulations. From Schmidt et al. [37] , the initial sheet thickness of the liquid film (t 0 ) can be obtained from the known mass flow rate (ṁ) and the injection velocity (U) by (3) The calculated liquid sheet thickness is a starting point in our spray modeling regardless of breakup or collision models. In the present study, modified KH-RT is implemented. For the modified KH-RT breakup model, the initial SMD is the most ambiguous parameter. The initial liquid sheet thickness (t 0 ) of Eq. (3) can be considered as an initial SMD. However, it does not comply with the liquid jet stability analysis in the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability because the spray is a circular liquid film with a thickness. The experimentally observed string-like structure of hollow-cone spray favors the KH-RT models since the spray is considered many small solid cone injections along a circular liquid sheet. Therefore, the initial SMD of the string-like liquid film is calculated by assuming that the cylindrical liquid blobs are attached to each other: (4) For the liquid jet stability analysis to be valid, the cylindrical liquid blobs must be detached from each other, but Eq. (4) serves as a starting point for the implementation of non-LISA breakup models for hollow-cone sprays.
The Rosin-Rammler injection size distribution models are used with a distribution parameter of 3.5 for modified KH-RT breakup model for better accuracy. Furthermore, the dynamic drag model was implemented by determining the droplet drag coefficient dynamically, accounting for variations in the drop shape through a drop distortion parameter for accurate spray modeling. The effect of the turbulent flow on spray drops is modeled using O'Rourke's turbulent dispersion model by accounting a fluctuating velocities [38] . For collision model, the traditional O'Rourke collision scheme [38] and no-time-counter (NTC) method [39] are tested, and extended with Post and Abraham's inclusion of collision regimes [40] . For spray evaporation, Frossling's [41] evaporation model is implemented in this work with all base parcel species are considered as evaporation source.
The complete single cylinder engine geometry is meshed and used in the subsequent engine CFD simulations. The engine specifications are presented in Table 1 . The base mesh size used in this work is 4 mm. The mesh is refined to 2 mm in a geometrical cylinder that contains the cylinder region and a part of the intake and exhaust ports. The cylinder region has additional embedding levels with the base grid size of 1mm. The mesh in contact with the intake and exhaust valve seats is refined to 0.5mm. The mesh near the nozzle exit is refined to 0.25mm when injection is taking place. In addition to these fixed embedding refinements, temperature and velocity AMR with an embedding level of 3 for each, resulting in the smallest grid size of 0.25 mm in the domain. This proved to produce grid independent solution for the simulated motored runs and hence the same mesh is utilized for the subsequent GCI cases. Kodavasal et al. [18] showed that a finer grid might be needed to reach grid independent solution for reacting cases; however, the current grid is considered sufficient for the objectives of this study which is mainly examining the mixing effect on combustion phasing. The reduced TPRF chemical kinetic models developed by Liu et al. [42] (56 species and 168 reactions) is used in this work.
Droplet Heating and Evaporation Modeling
Accurate modeling of heating and evaporation affects all subsequent processes including mixing and autoignition [43] . The heating and evaporation model is based on the analytical solutions of the heat conduction and species diffusion equations inside a spherical droplet [44] and referred to as effective thermal conductivity/effective diffusivity (ETC/ED) model. The model was originally developed for bi-component droplets heating and evaporation [45] and it was generalized to multi-component fuel droplets for diesel, gasoline and different types of biofuels in [46, 47, 48] . The model accounts for actual fuel composition, finite liquid thermal conductivity, finite species diffusivities and recirculation inside the droplet.
Experimental Results
SOI Sweep
An injection timing sweep was performed at 1500RPM 1.2 bar abs intake pressure and intake temperature of 32°C. No EGR was applied. The engine RPM, NMEP, intake temperature and intake pressure were kept constant while performing the SOI sweep. Only the injection duration and injected fuel mass were slightly changed to match the NMEP. The experimental conditions for the different tested cases are listed in Table 4 . The injection timing varied from -11 to -50 CAD aTDC. The in-cylinder pressure traces from the different test conditions are shown in Figure 5 . It is seen that the combustion phasing is advanced most for early injections such as -50, -40 and -30 CAD aTDC. Retarding the injection further than -30 CAD aTDC causes the combustion phasing to be delayed as can be seen from the pressure traces for the -18, -14 and -11 CAD aTDC SOI presented in Figure 5 . The HC, CO, NOx and smoke number emissions along with the combustion efficiency and maximum pressure rise are plotted in Figure 6 for different SOI. Figure 6 shows that the minimum HC and CO emissions were reached at -18CAD aTDC timing with 150 ppm of HC and 0.05% of CO. This also matched with the peak of combustion efficiency (calculated based on the emission bench values). NOx emissions reached a peak at -30 CAD aTDC with 715 ppm. This coincided with the region of maximum pressure rise rate measured by the combustion analysis system. However, with further advancement or retardation of the injection timing, NOx dropped rapidly to 100 ppm and 178 ppm at -50 CAD aTDC and -11 CAD aTDC, respectively. Smoke emission was overall very low and increased with later injection timings as expected because of the lesser time available for mixing and hence the presence of richer pockets that produce more soot. Figure 5 . Experimental in-cylinder pressure from the tested cases described in Table 4 . Figure 6 . HC, CO, NOx and smoke number emissions along with the combustion efficiency and maximum pressure rise for the tested SOI.
The IMEP COV and the ignition delay defined as CA10-SOI are presented in Figure 7 for the various tested SOI. As can be observed from Figure 7 , optimal combustion stability was achieved at -18 CAD aTDC with less than 1% IMEP.COV. Slightly higher values were recorded at the other injection timings but they overall remained very good with values consistently below 3% IMEP.COV. The shortest ignition delay measured was 2.2 ms at both -18 and -14 CAD aTDC. It corresponded to the area of best combustion stability (lowest IMEP.COV). This is an interesting behavior where the combustion is more stable when more stratification is present. Also, the CA10, 50 and 90 are more sensitive to the SOI at these later injections unlike the early SOI. 
Numerical Simulations Results
Motored Run
Full-cycle engine simulations were performed here. Simulations start before the exhaust valve opening (EVO) (160° crank angle (CA)) for a full cycle ending at 880° CA. A motored run is simulated first before moving to the GCI combusting cases. A motored run with a CR of 14 is simulated using the mesh described earlier and simulations ran from 160° CA to 880° CA. The experimental in-cylinder, intake port and exhaust port pressures are available for direct comparison. The earlier valve profiles are also utilized along with the measured intake temperature. The engine specifications and operating conditions for the CR 14 motored run are listed in Table 5 . The default parameters and models in CONVERGE are adopted. This includes the RNG k-ɛ turbulent mixing model and the wall heat transfer model by O'Rourke and Amsden [49] . Originally, the in-cylinder pressure at top dead center (TDC) is slightly overpredicted numerically when compared to experiments as can be seen from the blue curve in Figure 8 . This difference is a combination of multiple factors such as the geometrical CR, the wall (piston, head, liner, intake and exhaust ports) temperatures are not certain and most importantly, the blow-by effect is not accounted for numerically. These uncertainties are accounted for by changing the effective CR in the simulations. The motored pressure trace can be matched by changing the effective CR to 13.85 as can be seen from the red dashed line in Figure 8 . Table 5 . Engine specifications and modeling operating conditions for the CR 14 motored run. 
GCI Cases
A GCI engine case is set up in CONVERGE using the same engine geometry. Straight-run Saudi Aramco light naphtha is used during the experiments [11, 26] . The same piezo electric outwardly opening hollow cone injector is used here and is simulated with the previously mentioned spray setup. The injection pressure is 130 bar, the fuel temperature is set to 363 K and the injected fuel is around 10 mg/ cycle. The start of injection (SOI) is varied from -50 to -11 CAD aTDC. The engine speed is 1500 RPM and the same valve profiles of the motored runs are utilized. Few simulation parameters are listed in Table 6 where liner, head and piston temperatures are set to 463 K, 463 and 473 K respectively.
The surrogate formulation is very important in engine simulations. Because of the lack of reliable reduced chemical kinetic mechanisms for many relevant species, a primary reference fuel (PRF) or toluene primary reference fuel (TPRF) has to be used. The light naphtha has a sensitivity of 5 and hence a TPRF surrogate is developed here to match both the RON and MON of the actual fuel. The proportions of the toluene, n-heptane and iso-octane in the formulated surrogate are calculated using the blending rule by Kalghatgi et al. [50] . These proportions along with other properties of the TPRF surrogate and the light naphtha are presented in Table 7 .
The droplet breakup and evaporation are also important factors for capturing the mixing and combustion correctly in the engine simulations. For the selected TPRF surrogate and light naphtha fuels, the temporal evolution of the heating and evaporation of a single droplet is calculated. For the light naphtha, the concentrations of all species identified in the detailed hydrocarbon analysis (DHA) were fed into the multi-component droplet heating and evaporation code. Figure 10 shows the predicted droplet surface temperature and radius of different fuel droplets with initial temperature of 300 K, initial radius of 10 μm and constant relative velocity of 10 m/s. The ambient air pressure and temperature are 0.3 MPa and 450 K, respectively. It is shown that the droplet lifetime of light naphtha is shorter than that of the TPRF surrogate. This is attributed to the high volatility of light naphtha compared to TPRF.. To properly capture the evaporative characteristics of the light naphtha, a 3 components surrogate containing n-pentane, n-hexane and 2,3-dimethyl-butane is formulated. The 3 components surrogate has mass fractions of 0.493, 0.266 and 0.241 for n-pentane, n-hexane and 2,3-dimethyl-butane, respectively. This 3 components surrogate has similar evaporative characteristics and physical properties to the light naphtha as can be seen from Figure 10 and Table 7 . Subsequently, a new liquid properties file that is based on the 3 components surrogate is formulated and implemented in the model to be used for the TPRF chemical surrogate. In summary, the surrogate used in the engine simulations still has the TPRF68 as a chemical surrogate with the proportions listed in Table 7 but with the physical properties of the 3 components surrogate. Therefore, the TPRF68 surrogate is expected to have the same physical properties of the 3 components surrogate including the evaporative characteristics, density, heat of evaporation, conductivity, vapor pressure, heat capacity and surface tension. The methodology of formulating the chemical and physical surrogate of the light naphtha fuel for the engine CFD simulations is schematically presented in Figure 9 . Finally, the latent heat of vaporization (LHV) of the TPRF68 surrogate is forced to be that of the light naphtha (44.9 MJ/kg) in all the subsequent simulations. Table 6 . GCI operating conditions for simulations. Table 7 . Properties of the tested surrogates along with the light naphtha. A start of injection (SOI) sweep is performed here. Six different SOI of -50, -40, -30, -18, -14 and -11 CAD aTDC are simulated and compared with experiments. The injector used here has opening and closing ramps that have been estimated by Pischke et al. [51] to be 0.05 ms and 0.07 ms, respectively. The injector also has a 0.1 ms delay as observed experimentally [51] . The estimated mass flow rate is assumed to be of trapezoid shape starting at 0.1 ms after the SOI as previously implemented by Badra et al. [26] . The spray parameters for each case are presented in Table 8 .The spray exit velocity is dependent on the in-cylinder pressure as shown in Eq. (1). For each SOI, the following steps are followed to setup the spray injection in CONVERGE:
1. The spray exit velocity is calculated using Eq. (1) where the chamber pressure is taken from the experimentally provided trace. Therefore, earlier injection such as -50 CAD aTDC has higher spray velocity because of the lower in-cylinder pressure during injection.
2. The average mass flow rate is calculated using the expression below,
3. The imaginary nozzle diameter that is used in the spray exit velocity calculations in Converge using the KH-RT breakup model is then calculated by 4. The initial SMD is then calculated using Eq. (4).
5.
The in-cylinder pressure increases during the injection process so the spray exit velocity should decrease accordingly (Eq. (1)). Therefore, the trapezoidal mass flow rate shape is altered in a way to reproduce the change in spray velocities for each of the different SOI.
The spray input and calculated parameters according to the steps detailed before are listed in Table 8 for the different SOI cases simulated here. The resulting spray exit velocities from the engine simulations for different SOI are presented in Figure 11 . The start of injection is delayed by 0.1 ms which is reflected as 0.9 CAD at 1500 RPM. Earlier injection has higher spray exit velocities as can be observed from Figure 11 and the velocity slightly drops along the flat region because of the in-cylinder pressure increase during injection. Table 8 . Spray input and calculated parameters for the GCI simulations. Figure 11 . Spray exit velocities from the CFD engine simulations with different SOI.
The simulated in-cylinder pressure traces and heat release rates for the six GCI engine cases are presented in Figure 12 . It is seen that the SOI of -30 CAD aTDC has the earliest combustion phasing followed by -40 CAD aTDC. SOI of -50 and -18 CAD aTDC have similar combustion phasing but rather different burn rates. It is clear that as the SOI is delayed further than-30 CAD aTDC, the combustion phasing is retarded more as can be seen from the -18, -14 and -11 CAD aTDC pressure and heat release curves presented in Figure 12 .
The simulated and measured CA10, 50 and 90 for these cases are shown in Figure 13 . Figure 13 shows that the calculated CA10, 50 and 90 have minimums at -30 CAD aTDC and then start increasing when moving either way away from -30 CAD aTDC. Experimentally, CA10 keeps decreasing for earlier injections (-50 and -40 CAD aTDC) and CA50 and 90 have minimums at -40 CAD aTDC. The experimental CAs are earlier than the calculated ones as can be observed from Figure 13 . It is beyond the current scope of work to match the experimental combustion phasings but rather the observed trend with respect to different SOI. The burn rate, defined as CA90-CA10 is also presented in Figure 14 for the calculations and experiments. In agreement with the combustion phasing and CAs, the burn rate is fastest for SOI of -30 CAD aTDC. However, the experimental burn rates are faster than the calculated ones. This might be due to the differences in the CAs where earlier combustion phasing means faster burn because of the higher combustion pressures and temperatures. The soot, NOx, HC and CO emissions from the simulations of the various GCI engine cases with different SOI are investigated here.
The values reported in the subsequent figures are taken from the simulations at 880 CAD (EVO), which is believed to be a representative CAD at the end of combustion; the trends remain consistent if emissions are taken at later CAD. The NOx, HC, CO and soot emissions from the simulations (kg) and experiments (ppm) are shown Figure 15 . It is clearly seen in Figure 15 that the NOx emissions trends from the simulations and experiments are very similar where NOx peaks at SOI of -30 CAD aTDC and starts decreasing while advancing or retarding the SOI. This is due to the higher combustion temperatures at this particular SOI. The mean incylinder temperatures from the CFD simulations are presented in Figure 16 for the various tested cases. It is clear that NOx emissions are proportional to the in-cylinder mean temperatures. On the other hand, the HC emissions are lowest at -18 CAD aTDC from both the calculations and experiments. The experimental HC emissions at -11 CAD aTDC significantly increase as compared to the -14 CAD aTDC, whereas the simulations show slight increase for the same 2 SOIs This might be due to a deficiency in the utilized chemical model at rich equivalence ratios and/or a lack of accuracy in the turbulence model in control of mixing. The simulated soot and CO emissions are lowest at -30 CAD aTDC. The CO minimum value at SOI of -30 CAD aTDC is also because of the higher combustion temperatures which enable the CO to CO 2 conversion. However, the measured CO and smoke number show minimums at -18 and -40 CAD aTDC, respectively. An investigation of the fuel/air distribution within the in-cylinder region is performed here to explain the differences in combustion phasings observed at different SOI. Binned equivalence ratio (Φ)-temperature (T) maps for the various simulated cases is completed. The local equivalence ratio is calculated based on the fuel species and air (reactive equivalence ratio). The contours of Φ-T maps in the incylinder region for the different SOI cases are shown in Figure 17 . These Φ-T maps are obtained from the non-reacting engine simulations at TDC (0 CAD) position and these are colored by the fuel mass fraction (toluene+n-heptane+iso-octane mass fractions). These iso-contours basically show at which equivalence ratios and temperatures all the injected fuel is located inside the combustion chamber. In addition, the mass-averaged equivalence ratios are presented in Figure 17 where these are calculated based on the expression below. 
where n is the total number of cells and i represents each cell in the in-cylinder domain. Figure 17 shows that most of the fuel is distributed around the equivalence ratio of 0.5 when injecting at -50 CAD aTDC. Similarly, the mass-averaged equivalence ratio for this particular condition is 0.5347 which indicates that the injected fuel did not mix perfectly well with all the in-cylinder air because the global equivalence ratios for these tested conditions are around 0.25. The distribution of the fuel changes when injecting at -40 CAD aTDC and most of fuel is located around 0.65 (Φ mean =0.6445) equivalence ratio.. Most of the injected fuel in the domain is distributed at higher equivalence ratios as the SOI is retarded as can be seen from the Φ-T maps contours and mass-averaged equivalence ratios for SOI of -30, -18, -14 and -11 CAD aTDC. Most of the fuel is around stoichiometric equivalence ratios for SOI of -30 CAD aTDC and this distribution becomes much richer (around Φ=3) for SOI of -11 CAD aTDC as can be observed from Figure 17 . Note also that, when the distribution is leaner for earlier SOI (-50 CAD aTDC and -40 CAD aTDC), the temperature is around 800 K-850 K. The temperature where the fuel is located decreases for later SOI (-14 and -11 CAD aTDC) to around 700 K. This is mainly due to the evaporative cooling of the fuel and the lower intake fuel temperature of 363 K as compared to the temperature of the in-cylinder compressed air (around 900 K).
Equivalence ratio contours at a cross plane through the middle of the injector are shown in Figure 18 for SOI of -50, -30 and -11 CAD aTDC at different CAD starting right after the SOI until TDC position from the non-reacting engine simulations. The contours for SOI of -50 CAD aTDC presented in Figure 18 show that the fuel spray is fully contained in the bowl from the start of injection up until the TDC position. The spray starts as symmetrical as can be seen from the contours at -45 CAD. The left side of the spray is pushed downwards by a vortex generated by the spray and also assisted by the air flow field due to the movement of the piston as can be seen from the contours at -40 CAD. The left side plume of the spray is fully contained by the piston bowl at -35 CAD and it remains the same for later CAD. The right side of the spray plume experiences a vortex that pushes it upwards as can be seen from the contours at -40 and -35 CAD. It actually approaches going in the squish region at -25 CAD. However, the air that is pushed out of the squish because of the piston motion forces the right side of the spray plume to change directions and hence being fully contained by the bowl as can be seen from the contours at -10 CAD and 0 CAD. Similarly, for SOI of -30 CAD aTDC, the spray is fully contained in the piston bowl due to similar sequence of events explained earlier for the -50 CAD aTDC SOI case. The left side of the spray is pushed downwards because of a developed vortex and it hits the piston bowl as can be observed from the -30 CAD aTDC SOI case at -20 CAD. The right side of the spray plume is pushed upwards and the flow coming out of the squish area keeps the entire injected fuel in the bowl region. Regarding SOI of -11 CAD aTDC, the spray mainly dispenses in the area below the injector and is much richer than what was observed for -50 and -30 CAD aTDC SOI. A more detailed investigation of the fuel containment in the bowl is performed here. The mass-averaged equivalence ratio is calculated for both the in-cylinder and the bowl regions for three different SOI of -50, -30 and -11 CAD aTDC at various CAD timings. The mass-averaged equivalence ratio is calculated using Eq. (8) . All the cells in the in-cylinder domain are considered when calculation the cylinder mass-averaged Φ. However, only the cells contained in a cylinder that has the same diameter of the bowl are considered when determining the bowl mass-averaged Φ. The results are shown in Figure 19 , were it is found that the in-cylinder and bowl Φ mean are very similar for all SOI at the different CAD up until 10 CAD. This indicates that all the fuel is contained in the bowl even for the earliest injection timing of -50 CAD aTDC. Slight differences are observed at CAD of 20 because the fuel starts being sucked back into the squish due to the flow motion when the piston starts going down. The Φ-T maps contours from the reacting engine simulations are investigated here. The progress of Φ-T maps for the case with SOI of -50 CAD aTDC is presented in Figure 20 . These contours are presented at -40, -30, -20, -10, -5 and 0 CAD. Most of the fuel is at very rich equivalence ratios at -40 CAD. This distribution becomes leaner at later CADs because of more time for mixing with the in-cylinder air. The fuel/air mixture goes through the low temperature heat release as can be seen from the contours at -10 CAD which is reflected as a small increase of the heat release rate curves shown in Figure 12 . Ignition starts at equivalence ratios above 0.6 as can be observed from the Φ-T maps at 0 CAD.
The raw Φ-T maps for the reacting simulations with SOI of -50, -30 and -11 CAD aTDC are shown in Figure 21 . These Φ-T maps are for each cell in the in-cylinder domain. Please note that the temperature x-axis is plotted on logarithmic scale to highlight the temperature increases at earlier CAD. The NOx and soot isles which were calculated at 50 bar [52] are also shown in Figure 21 . The low temperature heat release is obvious from the black Φ-T maps at different timings for different SOI. Ignition starts at different equivalence ratios for different SOI. Ignition starts at Φ of 0.9 for SOI of -50 CAD aTDC. Regarding SOI of -30 CAD aTDC, ignition starts at slightly richer equivalence ratios (Φ around 1.5). However, ignition is initiated at very rich mixtures (Φ between 2.5 and 3) for SOI of -11 CAD aTDC. More cells have high combustion temperatures for SOI of -30 CAD aTDC because most of the fuel is distributed at equivalence ratios around stoichiometric which lead to higher adiabatic flame temperatures than leaner or richer combustion. This is consistent with the higher NOx and lower CO concentrations at this SOI as shown here. The soot is highest for SOI of -11 CAD aTDC as can be clearly seen from the more cells being in the soot isle.
To explain why the SOI of -30 CAD aTDC has the earliest combustion phasing, a simple analysis is performed. The constant volume homogenous ignition delay times for the TPRF fuel surrogate are calculated using the reduced mechanism [42] at different equivalence ratios with air ranging from 0.5 to 3, at different temperatures, and at a constant pressure of 40 bar which represents the condition at the start of ignition. The calculated ignition delay times are shown in Figure 22 . It is found that the ignition delay times are shorter for richer TPRF68/air mixtures. For the subsequent analysis, the conditions for each SOI case are taken from the non-reacting Φ-T maps presented in Figure 17 at TDC position. In particular, the Φ-T conditions at the largest fuel concentration are selected. For SOI of -50 CAD aTDC, most (95%) of the fuel is at Φ = 0.45-0.6 and temperatures at 830-845 K. For SOI of -30 CAD aTDC, the conditions are shifted to Φ = 0.9-1.1 and T = 790-810 K, and for SOI of -11 CAD aTDC, Φ = 2.5-3.9 and T = 670 K-715 K. The homogeneous ignition delay times for these three different SOI cases are shown in Figure 22 as dotted lines. It is evident that the fuel Φ-T distribution for -30 CAD aTDC has the shortest ignition delay times as compared to the other two cases. The -50 CAD aTDC case has higher temperatures than the -30 CAD aTDC; however, the mixtures are leaner and hence they have longer ignition delay times. The opposite is true for the -11 CAD aTDC case, where the mixtures are much richer than the -30 CAD aTDC but they have lower temperatures, resulting in longer ignition delay times as can be seen from the black dotted line in Figure 22 . This behavior is consistently reflected in the combustion phasing (CA10, CA50 and CA90) observed both experimentally and numerically for the SOI sweep.
The reasoning for this combustion phasing trend is more complicated than the constant volume homogeneous ignition delay times for the non-reacting Φ-T maps at TDC conditions. In the reacting simulations, low temperature heat releases are observed at -10 CAD for both the -50 and -30 CAD aTDC SOI, as seen from Figure 21 . This will increase the temperature of the fuel/air mixtures to around 900 K-950 K. Subsequently, the entire mixture is awaiting ignition which takes place at -3 CAD and 0 CAD for SOI of -30 and -50 CAD aTDC, respectively. The combustion phasing for SOI of -30 CAD aTDC is shorter than -50 CAD aTDC even though the fuel/air mixture has less residence time to react and burn for the -30 Cad aTDC. This difference between the combustion phasings (3 CAD) of these two SOI cases can be explained by the different ignition delay time characteristics discussed earlier, where -30 CAD aTDC ignites at lower temperatures but richer mixtures. For SOI of -11 CAD aTDC, the mixtures starts going into low temperature heat release at around the TDC position (0 CAD) as can be seen from the black Φ-T map shown in Figure 21 . Ignition starts at very rich equivalence ratios being around 3 after few CAD later (5 CAD). The delay in the startup of the low temperature heat release is partially due to the lower temperatures of the fuel containing cells as shown in Figure 17 and the black dotted line in Figure 22 and also due to the shorter residence time available for the fuel/air mixture to react.
The progress of the Φ-T map for the SOI of -50 CAD aTDC case presented in Figure 20 is shown ( Figure 23 ) on the ignition delay time diagram for the same timings as in Figure 20 . The fuel mixture is relatively cold at -40 CAD and hence has the longest ignition delay times. The mixture gets leaner and hotter as the CAD advances as can be seen from the -30 and -20 CAD. The mixture goes through the low temperature heat release at -10 CAD as evident from the larger temperature increase but it is still getting leaner because of the mixing. The temperature of the mixtures increases and its equivalence ratio decreases as compression is continued (-5 CAD). Finally, the main ignition occurs at 0 CAD where the temperatures are around 950 K and equivalence ratios of 0.6. 
Summary/Conclusions
In this study, full-cycle high fidelity simulations of the Saudi Aramco GCI engines with naphtha fuels have been performed. We have investigated the effect of different injection timings (SOI) at part load conditions using light naphtha stream and one toluene primary reference fuel in a single cylinder engine under the GCI combustion mode both experimentally and numerically. The effect of fuel/air mixing on the combustion phasing of the engine was investigated in details using equivalence ratio-temperature maps and ignition delay times. Key findings are summarized as follows:
1. The measurements showed that an SOI of -40° CAD aTDC has the most advanced combustion phasing (CA50) and ignition is retarded for earlier and later SOI.
2. NOx emissions were highest for SOI of -30 CAD aTDC which corresponded to the lowest CO and HC emissions.
3. The experimental combustion phasing and emissions trends were fairly reproduced by the full-cycle CFD simulations.
4. The injected fuel was fully contained in the bowl even for the earliest SOI (-50 CAD aTDC).
5.
The mass-averaged equivalence ratio increased while retarding the SOI.
6. The competition between the equivalence ratio and temperature is the controlling parameter in determining the combustion phasings.
This work is important to the GCI engine community because it details the ignition controlling parameters and presents some ideas to help designing the engines such as the higher sensitivity of CA50 at later SOI with higher combustion stability. This work also enables further extension to investigate the fuel's physical and chemical parameters on the combustion in GCI engines which is very important to design the future fuel for such engine technology.
